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COMMITTEE to FINGER the PATSY fingers
Patsy Number One: LEE HARVEY

OSWALD

The Warren Commission's story of a single, slightly demented assassin, seeking his niche in history, has been embellished ad nauseurn by all segments of the media into the Lone-Assassin Myth.
CF

P is disgusted with continual references to Patsy Number One

as Bing

at the sixth-floor lassassinis window' ...( he was on
the first floor)
with the 'assassin's rifle' ...(he didn't
own one)... and being touted as a major figure in modern American
History: a presidential murderer ...(he didn't fire a shot that
day in Dallas)
he was cleverly framed as the immediate patsy
by the conspirators who assassinated J F K.
C F P is countering the myth by asking anyone who refers to Patsy
Number One in any way, at any time, anywhere to please use the
following tag-line:
I.,

Lee Harvey Oswald, the JFK conspiracy patsy.
(emphasis added for this release only)

C F P thinks this will soon put the media in tune with public opof which does not believe the Lone-Assassin Myth.

MITE, 81%

C F P expects to name Patsy Number Two ... soon.
North American Affiliate
Societe Pimpernel Escarlatte
(underground since 1789)

approve

Only A Patsy

Oswald Innocent
Didn't Shoot JFK
GOD'S WRAITH, TX (Albatross News Service). History's
memory of Lee Harvey Oswald, the JFK conspiracy patsy, will be
vindicated if a newly formed committee of concerned Americans
achieves its goal.
In their organizational meeting held July 4 and 5, members of
the Committee to Finger the Patsy (CFP) agreed their first business
is to clear the name of Oswald, the JFK conspiracy patsy, with the
public and the news media.
"Our nation owes Oswald and his family an overdue apology,"
a CFP officer stated. "Substantial hard evidence aready exists to
prove that not only was Oswald framed by the JFK conspirators,
but he was also a very loyal and patriotic member of the U.S intelligence community."
Starting with Oswald. the JFK conspiracy patsy, the CFP will
focus attention on the many patsies in the political assassinations,
shootings, and cover-ups of the past 14 years.
"We feel the American public is the biggest patsy of all because
of the lies it is still being fed by the power establishment which runs
our nation and its economy," the CFP officer said.
He noted that 80 percent of the people surveyed in a 1977
Gallup Poll believed there had been a conspiracy in the JFK assassination.
The CFP officer added, "Lee Harvey Oswald, the JFK conspiracy patsy, never shot anyone. He was a decent American who deserves a better niche in history. We want to eliminate the lies about
him and square the record with the truth."
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